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The Problem of Bituminous Coal1 
By wALTON H. HAMILTON 
(EoiToa's Non: With the failure of Congress to enact coal legislation, including 
provisions for fact-finding, and with a crisis impending in the soft coal field early next 
year when the "jacksonville Agreement" expires, this contribution by Mr. Hamilton 
is a timely discussion of a most serious social problem. One of the worst aspects of 
"chaos" in the bituminous industry is chronic under-employment.) 
I.-The Promise of Free Enterprise 
A DISTINGUISHED English scholar recently began an address before an American audience, "I feel particularly 
competent to discuss India; for I have written a book about 
India," and beamed at the applause with which his statement 
was greeted. May I, amending him, begin, "I feel particularly 
incompetent to say anything worthwhile about bituminous coal, 
for I have had a hand in an attempt to do a book about it." 
One who has read in the dusty annals of coal, tried to reduce 
the current situation to the nebulous thing called "fact," 
examined the divers theories of the plight of the industry, re-
jected for reasons that seem good and sufficient the accepted 
interpretations, and only after many months of inquiry has hit 
upon an explanation that seems to. explain, is far too conscious 
of the complex reality which is coal, of the strange ways of 
bituminous, and of the proneness of able and honest students to 
err, to speak with any degree of confidence. There are inquiries, 
even in economics, which make students learned. Bituminous 
coal makes one unlearned; to understand it one must doubt most 
of what one believes and forget most things that one knows. 
So I write here as an unlearner; and, if one must champion a 
cause, it is that of unlearning. 
The problem of bituminous coal can be very simply stated. 
It is, in fewest words, how the industry can be organized to 
enable it to do the things which the community may reasonably 
expect of it. This question, like others old and new, falls apart 
into two closely related inquiries. The one is an analysis of the 
present position and future prospects of the industry. This 
1 This article is, with the exception o'f Section IV, a summary of the argu-
ment developed in Walton H. Hamilton and Helen R. Wright, The Case of 
Bituminous Coal. In general, where the demands of a summary statement 
do not forbid, the words of the book are used, since nothing is to be gained 
by attempting to repeat in new phrases statements which the authors have 
worded as well as they can. 
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comprehends a statement of how it is organized, of the demands 
which may be reasonably made of it, of the ways in which it 
meets and fails to meet these obligations, and of the incidental 
and persistent sources of these performances and shortcomings. 
The other is a constructive attack upon the problem of organiza-
tion. It involves a consideration of "proposed roads towards 
order," and the formulation of a program for putting the industry 
in the way towards becoming a well-conducted one. 
The bituminous coal industry has been organized, or more 
correctly, has been allowed to grow up under a rather tangled 
scheme of arrangements which is called by those who must 
use simple words for bewildering things "the system of free 
enterprise." It would require more than a single volume to re-
duce to terms the many, bewildering, and often contradictory 
conventions which make up this institutional scheme. At its 
heart lies two pairs of institutions, each of which in its way has 
come to epitomise the larger system. These are "private prop-
erty" and "contract," "profit-making" and "competition." 
The first two institutions, private property and contract, sup-
ply the mechanics of free enterprise. Private property is a sys-
tem which determines who shall hold and control the resources 
of society; contract,. a scheme for bringing different elements to-
gether in the productive process. Under free enterprise the 
owner of coal deposits can exploit his resources himself, hire 
others to work them for him, lease his properties to someone 
else, o.r withhold them from use. Subject only to the police 
power of the state he may do what he will with his own. It is by 
contract, which is an agreement entered into by the interested 
parties, that coal deposits and those who exploit them are brought 
together; that investment funds are secured; that laborers of 
various trades are found; and that coal mined is disposed of to 
its users. 
The other two institutions, profit-making and competition, 
are depended upon to direct the industry to its proper ends. 
Profit-making is the bait that lures individuals and corporations 
into industry, impels them to produce goods, and thus makes 
them agents of the community. Competition is "the invisible 
hand" which pits producer against producer, laborer against 
laborer, holds profit-making within appointed limits, and directs 
it into the service of the consumers. 
If one is to determine how well this system of free enterprise 
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works, the performance of the industry must be tested. And if 
performance is to be tested, there must be standards for appraisal. 
These are not easily to be had; for no authoritative body has 
issued a formal statement of what may reasonably be expected 
of an industry, and no text of repute, in words which invite no 
misunderstanding, contains a statement of "the ends of an in-
dustry." Yet approximate standards, which are quite adequate 
for the purpose, are at hand. The values, the usages; the con-
ventions of the system of free enterprise, are literally filled with 
notions of what the system is supposed to do. It is quite fitting 
that the prevailing organization of the bituminous coal industry 
should be judged in terms of the common-sense expectations 
which saturate the reputable belief in free enterprise. 
In these terms the first promise is of an economic organiza-
tion of the industry. Each unit of production tends to be an 
orderly establishment run with little waste. It could not well 
be otherwise; for disorder, or lack of economy, means higher 
costs, higher prices, and an inability to compete against coal 
producers who have banished chaos from their properties. And 
the separate undertakings must be articulated into a unified in-
dustry; for competition, far more just than the rain, will grant 
survival only to the· efficient and in the end will deny life to 
wastefully run enterprises. 
The second promise is that the rights of the consumer are 
to be adequately safeguarded. The supply of coal must be 
regular, its quality high, and its price low. Where each operator 
and each laborer is acting for himself in competition with others 
of his kind, collusion must be absent and continuous operation 
cannot be interrupted. Neither can one who must compete for 
markets palm off low quality fuel or give stones to those who 
pay for coal. Nor can the producer for long charge more than 
the traffic will mercifully bear. In all these matters a deviation 
from competitive justice tempts others to increase output or out-
siders to take advantage of our abundant natural resources to go 
into mining. In an open industry departures from the ideal 
automatically correct themselves. 
The third, and the most important promise is that those who 
derive their living from the industry are to have whatever 
chances there are out o£ the fulness of life. The competition of 
operators for labor drives wages up to the full value of the 
serv1ce. The arrangements which affect hours, discipline, health, 
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safety, and the like are as good as circumstances will permit; for 
they are, one and all, entered into by miners who are free, not 
only to accept or to reject work at a given mine, but also to 
a~cept work in other industries. Even civil rights and the quality 
of life in the mining village are not beyond the influence of the 
competitive ideal. For, as the promise runs, managers cannot 
deny these things to working men who want them and can 
have them by going elsewhere. · 
In short, the guarantee of adequate performance, point by 
point, is found to lie in the presumptions of the system under 
which the whole economic order is arranged. 
II.-The Quality of Performance 
The test of free enterprise, pure or defiled as it has been by 
compromise with the ideal,2 lies in the results which it has 
achieved. Bituminous mining as it is shows more chaos than 
competition is supposed to tolerate. The expected economy and 
efficiency have not been realized. Due economy is not to be 
found in the work of even the better mines; the industry is not 
integrated into just the right number of efficient units; coal-
mining is not properly integrated with other industries. It 
uses, to take the single example of labor, 700,000 men to do 
the work that 500,000 could do without increasing the daily 
output per man, and 300,000 if mining practice were abreast of 
the current art of mining. The curves of coal production and 
mine capacity suggest a mad race with capacity keeping its 
lead. The curves of coal prices and mine capacity give little 
evidence of changes in price serving to accommodate the capacity 
to produce to the demand for coal. The use of double the need-
ful resources and the maintenance in semi-idleness of more than 
twice the number of workers needed suggests a canvas, done in 
oil, of the bituminous coal industryin the double role of prodigal 
son and good Samaritan. 
"lThe champion of competition may insist that the performance is that 
of an industry under a compromised competitive control. As evidence of com-
promise he ~Y point to rules for car supply, operators' associations, a trade 
union, legislative interference, and other "disturbing facto,·s." In reply it 
may be insisted: first, that it was only when the industry failed to do the 
things which were expected of it that free enterprise was interfered with 
from with:out; second, that the lack of skill which has marked much of 
the tinkering does not agree that there was no occasion for action; and, 
third, that no compromise extends o'ver enough of the industry to es!ablish 
· uniform standards, fix a plane of competition, or give any unity 'of control. 
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The consumers, thanks to nature and excess capacity, have 
lived within sight of the promised land, even though they }ufve 
not fared as well as the promise. By and large there has been 
little occasion to complain of lack of coal, save in coal "crises." 
But there has been a failure of supply on three occasions within 
a period of ten years, and a notorious situation still exists in 
which our whole industrial system may come to a standstill be-
cause of a break in the line of communication with the sources of 
power. Usually the coal sold has been free from the grosser im-
purities; but in times of scarcity "fire-proof" coal has been sold 
at fabulous prices. The price of coal has been characterized by 
almost infinite variety, and only in the crudest way has it 
represented costs of production. Clearly bituminous coal, 
through stable price, has contributed next to nothing to the 
stability of other industries and has been an element of confusion 
in the industrial system. 
The workers have had much more reason to be dissatisfied 
under a regime of free enterprise. Coal mining has not yielded 
to those dependent upon it anything approximating the return 
which the state of the industrial arts and the wealth of coal 
deposits make possible. Mining is to-day among ~he most 
hazardous employments. The industry's failure to provide regu-
lar employment is well-known; in the ten years from 1910 to 
1921 the working tim~ of the miners averaged only 214 days a 
year. The wage-rates make up a very haphazard system that 
invites rhyme but defies reason; they fail to secure equality be-
tween man and man or to reward the better worker with the 
higher wage. And, though trustworthy figures are not to be had, 
there is no doubt that wages have been woefully inadequate and 
earnings far too fitful to allow the maintenance of a real standard 
of living. 
Nor does the worker find compensation in the less tangible 
things which make up life. The miner has an· abundance of 
leisure due to his irregular employment, but it is so irregular 
that a constructive use of it is very difficult. Aside from some 
provision for a crude sort of elementary education, there is little 
that helps to develop the human stuff which we call children 
into mature and intelligent men and women. For the women 
there is nothing or next to nothing. In fact, judged by modern 
standards, miners and their families are housed in villages which 
are very backward. Here the technique of living, the most im-
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portant of all our arts, has little chance either for development 
or for intelligent practice. Moreover in non-union towns there 
is, at least frequently, an actual, even if not a legal, abridgement 
of the rights of free speech, free assemblage, and free choice of 
associates. These things are essential to make a democratic 
franchise real and are regarded as an integral part of the con-
stitutional guarantee of personal liberty. 
Thus on all sides bituminous coal presents a strange contrast 
between the simplicity of the doctrine of the invisible hand and 
the confusion of visible industry. In the waste of mining 
processes, in the lack of coordination between tasks, in the 
irregularity of oper(l.tion; in the planlessness of production, the 
spotted actually is in strange contrast to the pure white of the 
ideal. Consumers and investors, managers and workmen, have 
looked in vain to the industry under free enterprise for the 
promised awards. 
111.-The Failure of Competition 
So matters stand in the bituminous coal industry. But mat-
ters are not beyond amendment. Chief among those who are 
concerned with finding a way out are the technicians, who would 
end the disorder by the introduction of machinery, engineering, 
and the ritual· of quantity production. The Secretary of Com-
merce urges the simplification of mining practices. The chair-
man of the engineering standards committee preaches "the 
gospel of standardization." The engineers on the Coal Commis-
sion pin their faith to the onward sweep of the machine tech-
nique. The newer mining promises profits and solvency to the 
efficient management; more regular employment, easier work, 
and higher wages to the mine-worker, and to the public an in-
dustry of diminishing waste and increasing order, of "fewer 
mining plants and better," of purer coal and lower prices.· 
And it is true that the coal mines offer work in abundance 
to those concerned with waste and efficiency. At present the 
art of mining has almost ceased to be a trade and has not yet 
become a machine process. The old mining is a handicraft, 
practiced by the man at the face, who jousts against the forces 
of nature with coal as his prize. He is a -skilled workmen 
engaged in a highly specialized employment. Since he is paid 
by the ton, he is a sort of sub-contractor, or something analogous 
to the tenant farmer. Since the man at the face is the focus of 
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all activities, the mine is laid out after the pillar and room sys-
tem, to provide as many working places as possible. About him 
the auxiliary activities, pumping, haulage, and hoisting, planning, 
oversight, and superintendence are arranged in the loosest sort 
of an organization. · 
In spite of the peculiar difficulties to be met, modern tech-
nology is finding its place underground. Cutting machines have 
long been in vogue. Competent engineers believe that the prob-
lem of mechanical loading is being solved and several ingenious 
machines are on the market. The system of haulage is being 
set to rights. Fans, hoists, pumps, power plants, tipples, what-
nots, have all in their several degrees felt the energizing touch 
of quantity production. The room and pillar system is giving way 
to mine lay-outs which promise alike to give to machines their 
real chance and to mine most of the coal formerly left in the 
ground as supporting pillars. The various activities are being 
coordinated into an articulate process of mining, and "forward 
planning" is finding at least a precarious foothold in the industry. 
Most important of all, some engineers whose professional com-
petence is beyond dispute, are insisting, after many months of 
experimenting, that the mining of coal can be reduced to a single 
mechanized process stretching away from the face to the tipple. 
If the new methods are to have a chance, they must appeal, 
as to some extent they have been doing, to operators and tech-
nicians. Their appeal is, and has been, a promise of lower unit 
costs of production. Machinery enables the work now borne by 
human beings to be done in large part by machines. The more 
careful articulation of process promises savings out of current 
waste. The increased rate at which the face is advanced offers 
to distribute such expenses as pumping, ventilation, and hoist-
ing over a larger tonnage of coal. The new layouts permit pillars 
to be drawn and increase the take from a given area. Planning 
permits an escape from the waste and idleness which attend 
irregular operation. The lure of lower costs is not for the 
majority; for coal mining is a trade hoary with age, and its rank 
and file are still conservatives accepting without question the 
established technical order. But those who in mining practice 
are radicals will continue to welcome innovations. And radicals 
may in increasing numbers do as they will under the rules of 
business so long as they keep their costs below those of their 
competitors. 
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If lower costs were the open sesame to profits, the new min-
ing would, as the technicians think, end the matter of much ado 
about bituminous coal. But it chances that what individual 
operators do affects the industry as a whole, and in the world of 
to-day technical possibilities do not always become current reali-
ties. In the very promise of economy which the cost-sheets 
show lies a menace to all engaged in coal-mining. For while 
the new methods are introduced to lower costs, their result is 
to increase the capacity of the industry to produce. The newer 
processes, with swifter work and fewer interruptions, enable 
the face to be advanced more rapidly. If the rate can be 
advanced one-half, a company may take its tonnage from two-
thirds of the area. If it can be doubled, half the area will suffice. 
In one case a mine may, without any increase in face area, in-
crease its output by SO per cent; in the other by 100. The 
higher the rate of advance, the greater the addition to capacity. 
As in other matters of life, in hit-or-miss expansion intent and 
result are two very different things. 
Nor will this surplus capacity remain passive and well-
behaved. The very accidental way in which it comes into exist-
ence, as a by-product of the laudable attempt of operators to cut 
their costs, makes it a source of disturbance. In addition it dis-
turbs the cost-sheets enough to make the manager aware of its 
existence. In increased capacity he finds himself possessed of 
potential coal, part of the expenses of whose production has 
already been incurred. It is like a building half erected, inchoate 
goods half manufactured, the parts of an automobile not yet 
assembled. The overhead has been met; if it is to be salvaged, 
more tons of coal must be brought to market. The operator is 
under constant pressure to keep his unit costs down by keeping 
his tonnage up. The excess of capacity, with all that follows in 
its wake, refuses to be held in leash. 
This deluge of potential coal, it is true, might be stayed. It 
might be balanced by. an increase in demand or checked by the 
elimination of high cost mines. The figures of increase in 
demand, when set over against the tendencies towards greater 
economy in the conversion of coal into power, offer a scant hope 
for a balance to excess capacity in increased use. Nor, so long as 
cost-sheets imperfectly represent technical procedure, bankrupt-
cies end business ventures but leave operations going, and the 
highness or lowness of unit costs are accidental facts not deter-
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mined by efficiency but reflected from demand, can high-cost 
capacity be expected to drop out to make a place for low-cost 
capacity accidentally brought into existence. 
The economic result of all this is plain enough. The loss of 
control over mine capacity, which attends free enterprise, is the 
source of disturbance in the industry. This loss of control is 
not due to snow-birds and fly-by-nights, as is so frequently 
affirmed, since the little fellows turn out a very small percentage 
of the output. Nor is it primarily due to the opening of new 
mines; for, even with the great increase in the number and in 
the face-areas of workings, there would even now be no excess 
of capacity had technical efficiency remained at the level of thirty 
years ago. Its dominant cause is the advancement in the applica-
tion of the industrial arts to mining. At present the capacity to 
produce is about 1,000,000,000 tons per year, which is about twice 
the demand for coal. With an extended use of machines and 
planning, this excess will be greatly increased. With the reduc-
tion of mining to a real machine-process, it is appalling to think 
what it may become. 
The incidence of all this upon those engaged in mining is 
perfectly clear. The investor enjoys a feast or a famine; his 
material rewards are mixed with speculative hopes and dis-
appointed expectations. The exceptional operator may prosper 
even in so chaotic a situation; but the ordinary operator has to 
make judgments which cannot be shrewdly made, and, despite 
an occasional bitj of prosperity, must look for an eventual bank-
ruptcy. The mine-workers, in a disorganized labor market, are 
at the mercy of an industry in change which can effectively use 
fewer and fewer of them. They have, under the prevailing 
arrangements, no agency, whether state, or trade union, or 
bargaining strength which is adequate to the crisis. Most im-
portant of all in clouding judgment is the confusion of ideas 
which has led, even in strategic places, to the cry that the way 
out of the great confusion is to "forget all about coal." 
The irouble, in brief, lies in the backwardness of the economic 
organization of the industry. The lag of economic organization 
behind technical development is but the most striking symptom 
of our failure to surround the mining of coal with a scheme of 
arrangements which makes the industrial processes serve our 
ends. The system of free enterprise, as it is manifest in the 
strange case of bituminous coal, withholds from consumers and 
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from those dependent upon the industry the results of efficiency. 
In brief, the machine process is introduced, the face is driven 
swiftly forward, the mining operations are concentrated, an in-
crease in capacity appears, a mass of potential coal is created, an 
unwanted output is peddled on the market, a plague of bank-
ruptcy that respects not the fit ensues, the stuff of which mine-
workers make their lives is harder to get, and a disorderly in-
dustry journeys another stage towards chaos. As matters go in 
this topsy-turvy industry, the very tools of plenty promote fickle-
ness and dearth and efficiency seems to be a curse. 
IV.-The Direction of Forward 
Since this is America, and every American is an evangelist, it 
is fitting that a word should be said about the way towards order. 
For three reasons I am reluctant to say that word. The first 
is that relatively far too much attention has already been given 
to proposals for reorganizing the industry. In schemes for 
making the industry all over the annals of coal abound. The 
trouble is that so many of them are copies of alien schemes real 
or imaginary, paper manifestations of theories of economic 
control; that so few of them are relevant to the realities of a 
very peculiar industry. If something is to be done, it is wise 
to take time to make sure of the general analysis against any 
larger peradventure before proceeding to constructive proposals. 
The second is that the problem of reorganization is a highly 
technical task of economic art. It is not to be conceived of as a 
simple exercise of faith. Instead it calls for knowledge of the 
industry and of its ends, for ingenuity in device and contrivance, 
for vision manifest in safeguards against future contingencies, 
for a nicely adapted scheme of arrangements which will remain 
flexible ; in short, for the expert practice by real professionals of 
a very backward art. The third is that I am not convinced that 
any proposal can meet alike the economic and the intellectual 
factors with which it must come to grips. A program which takes 
account of only the so-called economic factors may be simple. 
One which does the things which current opinion demands is 
easy. But a constructive proposal which at once gets to the 
heart of the problem and which recommends itself to current 
common sense may at the moment be impossible. 
However hard it may be to fabricate such a proposal, the 
larger conditions which it must meet seem reasonably clear. 
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First, the materials for an orderly coal industry are all here. 
There are large and rich coal deposjts, quite accessible, easy to 
work, able to give of their abundance. There is ready for use a 
wonderful technique, called the machine-process, already well 
adapted to underground work, capable of turning nature's gifts 
into wealth with little waste and great efficiency. Here is the 
source of a great industry, able to support in continued prosperity 
many mining operations, to command all needful equipment at a 
minimum cost, to grant to all dependent upon it the means of 
life and of development, without imposing any undue burden 
upon the users of coal. 
Second, the problem of organization is one of human con-
trivance and human choice. An industry does not automatically 
organize itself; there is no natural, immutable, indefeasible 
scheme of order. Free enterprise is itself made up of customs 
and habits, conventions and practices, each of which bears the 
confused reality of a long history. It differs in its actuality 
greatly from industry to industry. There is, and can be, no 
clash between a natural and an artificial way of organizing an 
industry. There is, and must be, a choice between bundles of 
human devices. The organization of an industry is an art. An 
organization is an instrument, a scheme made up of arrange-
ments, each of which is subject to variation. It is a scheme of 
control, compounded of many changing devices, each subject 
to conscious guidance. The end of the art is to enable the in-
dustry constantly to be readapted to the demands made upon it. 
Third, the program for reorganization must have a clearly 
defined objective. A scheme of arrangements must work toward 
something; the abstract expressions "it works" and "it does not 
work" mean nothing. A judgment can be made only in terms of 
how well or how poorly an organization for an industry serves 
its ends. To me the objective seems to stand out plainly. They 
are to enable consumers to get a regular supply of good coal at 
low prices and to give to those dependent upon the industry the · 
means for better and better lives. To some extent these ends 
are in conflict. Yet both of them can receive more and more 
adequate answers as technique develops and the industry be-
comes better organized. An adequate organization is one which 
permits questions concerned with these ends repeatedly to be 
raised and again and again and again reanswered. 
Fourth, the current focus of the problem is the control of mine 
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capacity, which, because of an improvement in the industrial arts, 
and for other reasons, tends to get out of hand. This is a single 
aspect of the question of reorganization, but it is a strategic one. 
Unless it receives adequate attention, we may tinker with other 
· matters shrewdly and persistently, but our efforts will be in 
vain. It is futile to look to the indirection of competition, with 
its checks and balances, for an answer to this problem. What~ 
ever decentralization may characterize other aspects of the in~ 
dustry, here there must be a unified control. 
And, fifth, a scheme of reorganization must come to terms 
with the intellectual obstacles which it encounters. These are 
great hazards which lie between even the best and the shrewdest 
of schemes and its adoption. Here lie vested interests, vested 
habits, vested common~sense. It may well happen that a pro~ 
gram which points toward order can not be built up upon our 
generally held notions of how an industry ought to be organized. 
If such is the case, the notions which men hold, the universes 
which live beneath their hats, may well have to be changed 
before the chaos of coal can be cleared up. And if they remain 
firm, the problem may be beyond solution. If they will not 
yield, they will not. A compromise with common~sense at the 
expense of a loss of the ends of the industry and of a control 
of capacity is no solution of the coal problem. 
Thus the coal problem. is very simple and very complex. In 
mechanical terms it is simplicity itself. The nation's annual 
demand for coal can be budgeted. A competent group of econ~ 
omists and technicians could hit upon, not one, but several plans 
for getting the requisite amount of coal produced at the least 
real cost and of giving to those in the industry the means for 
real living. If we could only start afresh, the only question 
would be a choice of the best from among many good schemes. 
But it is one thing to begin new, and another to make over an 
industry, with its organization, its established way of doing 
things, its personnel whose thought to no little extent is a prod~ 
uct of the confusion in the industry. When the human factors 
are added to the material ones the task of reconstruction be~ 
comes very complex. 
Of specific plans for reorganization there is space here to say 
little. Doubtless if it could get a chance, a syndicate under 
proper control, a federal coal commission, a nationalized c,lirec~ 
torate, or a single corporation representing producers and con~ 
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sumers, would do much to reduce disorder. It requires no great 
faith to believe that under any of these schemes the results 
would certainly be no worse than under free enterprise. To me 
it seems that the best instrument-because it is simple, direct, 
pointed toward the ends of the industry-for making the in-
dustry do what the community expects of it, is a single cor-
poration with a directorate elected by the industrial consumers 
of coal and by the men who produce it. But, however that may 
be, no one of these schemes, as a crude and inflexible device, will 
really meet the situation. For a real scheme of organization 
time, patience, conference, ingenuity, invention, experimenta-
tion, stand between an adequate analysis and a flexible and 
adaptable scheme of arrangements which will keep coal an 
orderly industry. 
One word more. The feasible must not be confused with the 
practical. Wishing the thing which will make the industry do 
what is expected of it and doing the thing that can be done will 
not produce magical results. The practical scheme is one 
shrewdly contrived to achieve its objective. It may never have 
its chance, but that does not make it impracticable. The feasible 
scheme is the one four-square with existing circumstance. There 
may be no obstacle in the way of its adoption, but that does not 
make it practical. No organization which fails to make the in-
dustry the better serve its specific ends really works. For, again, 
the thing that works does not work in general, but only towards 
a specific objective. Let us, if we will, deal with the coal prob-
lem in all expediency-! for one have no objection; but, if we 
do, let us not delude ourselves into thinking that we are attempt-
ing to solve it. 
The only real obstacles to a prosperous and orderly coal 
industry are notions in men's heads. It is these notions which 
made the organization of industry so backward an art. Since 
they persist the problem of bituminous coal cannot be solved by 
a miracle. It is only by constant and persistent effort that 
eventually the feasible and the practical may be united into a 
program for making the industry a well-behaved and useful 
agency of the community. 
